You know how tanks without baffles slosh water? Sloshing tanks can be a nuisance or a danger. Nachusa recently purchased a 350-gallon water tender tank from Enduraplas. I tested the time it took the water to stop sloshing with no baffles. Three trials averaged about 4 minutes.

**Pros:** I added the baffle balls and the slosh went to about 2 seconds. I was shocked. Enduraplas sold them for $250 to fill the tank with the baffle balls. There are two sizes. Choose the ball size that fits your tank opening. They only take up a few gallons of water volume.

**Cons:** None
1000L OF BAFFLED TANK INSIDE!
Liquid transport made safer!
Suitable for water, diesel, liquid fertiliser and many other liquids.

"FROGS LEGS" MUST CLOSE BEHIND CLIP HEAD
Watch assembly video on our website!

For tanks with hatch opening 350mm diameter or larger
One ball per 40L
Easy, fast, secure assembly
Quantity in box: 25

RE-ORDER CODE: ARB355
Visit the website for more information!
www.ballbaffle.com
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Rapid Spray